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Abstract This article discusses statistical methods for comparing the means of several groups and focuses on examples from 50 Original Articles published in the Journal in 1978 and 1979. Although medical authors often present comparisons of the means of several groups, the most common method of analysis, multiple t-tests, is usually a poor choice. Which method of analysis is appropriate depends on what questions the investigators wish to ask. If the investigators want to identify which of the groups under study are different from the rest, they will need a different method from the one required if they wish simply to decide whether or not the groups share a common mean. More complicated questions about the group means call for more sophisticated techniques. Of the 50 Journal articles examined, 27 (54 per cent) used inappropriate statistical methods to analyze the differences between group means. Investigators need to become better acquainted with statistical techniques for making multiple comparisons between group means. (N Engl J Med 1985; 313:1450-6.)

In one simple form of experiment or observational study, the investigator compares sets of measurements taken from two groups to decide whether the group means differ. Emerson and Colditz have reported that the t-test, the standard analysis for such an experiment, is the most commonly used statistical procedure in the Journal.

When an experiment includes more than two groups, the choice of an appropriate statistical method for comparing group means depends on the experimental design and on the questions asked. Although investigators have many options, few are appropriate, and the most frequently used method, multiple t-tests, is usually a poor choice. Moreover, even appropriate methods of analysis may not directly answer the investigators’ questions. A poorly chosen analysis may generate misleading results by giving incorrect answers to the investigators’ questions, by giving correct answers to the wrong questions, or by failing to use all the information available from the experiment. Care in formulating the study questions and in choosing the method of analysis can prevent such costly mistakes.

Because computer programs offer ready numerical solutions to formerly obscure and difficult analytical problems, investigators now need only to match the type of data and the goal of the study to the method in order to obtain an adequate analysis. Using examples from the Journal, this article discusses some standard statistical methods for comparing group means and describes which questions about group means each method is designed to answer. Some standard methods of statistical analysis include multiple t-tests, analysis of variance, and multiple comparisons. More sophisticated techniques are available to answer complicated questions about group means.

In this article, I do not consider the mechanics of the calculations involved in the various techniques. Standard textbooks, such as those by Snedecor and Cochran, Armitage, Dixon and Massey, Bliss, Sokal and Rohlf, Winer, Kleinbaum and Kupper, and Brownlee, provide details of the calculations.

Methods

The 332 Original Articles published in Volumes 298 to 301 (calendar years 1978 and 1979) of the Journal provided the examples used in this article. In these four volumes, 50 Original Articles included a comparison of several group means. One article contained 3 separate analyses, making a total of 52 analyses. I have not included in this survey articles comparing observed proportions and have considered only articles dealing with means of measurements. Table I gives information on the types of analysis reported in these articles.

I examined all Original Articles in the four volumes of the Journal to determine which contained comparisons of group means. To make sure no articles were omitted, this list of articles was then checked against a similar list prepared for Emerson and Colditz. I then read each article to compile the information presented in Table I.

An expanded version of Table I, with details on the statistical analyses performed in each of the 50 articles, appears elsewhere.

Why Not t-Tests?

Investigators comparing three or more group means at once frequently examine each possible pair of groups separately, using the t-test to examine each pair. For example, Toft et al. examined estimated thyroid-remnant weight in patients in four postoperative states: euthyroidism with normal serum thyrotropin levels; euthyroidism with raised serum thyrotropin levels; temporary hypothyroidism; and permanent hypothyroidism. Examining each pair of groups would involve six tests: Groups 1 versus 2, 1 versus 3, 1 versus 4, 2 versus 3, 2 versus 4, and 3 versus 4. In general, any experiment with k groups has k(k − 1)/2 different pairs available for testing.

The statistical methods most often used, such as the t-test, are designed for use with a single comparison or test; thus, when they are used for several tests at once, as in the case just described, multiplicity is a factor that needs to be considered. Clearly, the more tests are made, the more chances exist for unusually high or low values to occur. If the testing system fails to take account of this multiplicity, then the investigator will tend to interpret extreme results without the necessary grain of salt.

Investigators often label as “statistically signifi-
Table 1. Type of Analysis Reported in 50 Articles Comparing Group Means in Volumes 298 to 301 of the Journal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis Performed</th>
<th>Figure Included Showing Results of Analysis</th>
<th>No Figure Provided</th>
<th>Total No. of Analyses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple-comparisons</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of variance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Both multiple comparisons and analysis of variance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neither multiple comparisons nor analysis of variance</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All analyses</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*One article included three different analyses, making a total of 52 for the 50 articles.

This is called the Bonferroni method. For an experiment with five groups, there are 10 tests of pairs, so with a simultaneous significance level of 0.05, the Bonferroni method leads us to conduct each of the 10 individual tests with a significance level of 0.05/10 = 0.005.

The Bonferroni method changes the way we perceive the experiment, because the error rate for each t-test in the framework of the multiple t-tests is replaced by the error rate for the entire experiment of all questions posed. When we make more tests, we need to be more conservative in making each individual test if we want to control the error rate for the experiment as a whole.

The Bonferroni adjustment is deliberately conservative; that is, it keeps the significance level for the entire experiment at least as low as intended. Estimated confidence intervals for differences between group means may therefore be too wide, and the analysis may not identify a difference between two means that would be statistically significant if the simultaneous significance level were exactly the intended value. This approximation results in a lack of statistical power — that is, we may have a reduced chance of detecting small but real differences among the groups. It gives us a good way of thinking about the problem, but other methods are preferable.

Analysis of Variance

An analysis of variance answers the question whether there are differences among the population means of the groups being compared, but it does not pinpoint which populations, if any, differ from the others. For example, Perrin and Goodman compared the way in which three groups of medical personnel (house officers, practicing pediatricians, and nurse practitioners) handled telephone calls from the parents of acutely ill children. Each worker received a score for completeness of telephone interviewing based on how much information he or she collected over the phone. The authors tested for differences among the three groups by using an analysis of variance, which indicated that differences in interviewing ability did exist.

Table 2. Probability of Finding at Least One Comparison Significant at the 0.05 Level When Testing All Possible Pairs of Groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Groups</th>
<th>No. of Tests</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Analysis of variance generalizes the t-test from two groups to three or more groups. It replaces multiple t-tests with a single F test of the assumption that the underlying group population means are all equal; the single test takes proper account of the multiple-comparison problem. The logic of the F test is as follows: If all the groups have a common population mean, $M$, then the observed group means should all lie near $M$. If the means are sufficiently dispersed, then the critical quantity called the F statistic is significant, and we conclude that at least one of the population means for the groups differs from the others. By itself, however, analysis of variance does not tell us which groups differ from which others.

In some cases, analysis of variance is a very useful technique. When comparing several groups to evaluate treatment effects, for example, investigators want to make sure that the groups are similar in "covariates" — characteristics other than treatment that may affect the outcome. For example, age and sex often affect the way patients react to treatment, and investigators should assure themselves that the groups being compared are similar in age and sex when these factors may affect the outcome. Analysis of variance is well suited for testing the usual assumption that a number of treatment groups have comparable population means for variables other than the main variable of interest. For instance, in the study of medical personnel described above, we may wish to see whether the three groups had comparable mean years of experience. Analysis of variance provides a simple way to test for differences of this sort.

Analysis of variance offers a standard method for comparing various groups when there is no presumption beforehand that they differ. We can use this method to compare drug therapies or disease groups that we consider to be comparable or "about the same." For example, Griffiths et al. performed an analysis of variance to test whether the mean ages of patients in three endoscopic categories were similar. When this test proved nonsignificant, they went on to make another analysis of variance to look for differences among the three groups in transfusion requirements, without adjusting for age.

The authors used analysis of variance to compare several group means in about 30 per cent (14 of 50) of the Journal articles.

### Multiple Comparisons

An investigator may well have an idea what the results will be, or which questions are most important, before the study begins. For example, when comparing the efficacy of several treatments with that of a placebo, he or she may expect that the active treatments will have similar effects but that each will be more effective than the placebo. An example is an experiment by Thadani et al., who compared the performance of five beta-adrenergic—blocking drugs in the treatment of angina with that of a placebo. The authors found that the responses of the patients given the placebo seemed quite different from those of each of the other treatment groups, but that the drug-treated groups were all similar.

What is an appropriate analysis for such an experiment, with one placebo group and several treated groups? In the context of analysis of variance, we ask a single question of the data: Do the groups have equal means? An ordinary analysis of variance simultaneously compares all six groups and, in the instance just described, confirms differences among the groups, but it does not tell us which groups differ from which others. If we want more information than analysis of variance can provide, we need to ask more questions. Multiple-comparison methods allow us to do this and still control the overall significance level. We can find all the pairwise differences among the group means and test them individually for significance, or we can separate the group means into clusters of "like" means, so that all the means in one cluster differ significantly from all the means in any other cluster. Multiple-comparison methods can also test certain weighted sums of the group means; using this technique, we multiply each group mean by its own constant (a weight) and then add these products together. A difference between two group means is only one example of such a weighted sum; the weights for such a difference are 1 and $-1$ for the two group means in the difference, and 0 for each of the other means. More complicated examples are described below.

### Multiple-Comparison Techniques

As described above, the Bonferroni method adjusts t-tests to make each test more stringent, but it is conservative and may have low statistical power. For this reason, methods that are more nearly correct in their significance levels have been developed for making multiple comparisons among pairs of group means. These methods attempt to keep the overall significance level of the experiment at the intended limit (for instance, 0.05), while making it less likely that a true population difference between two groups will

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Groups Studied</th>
<th>No. of Analyses*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*One article included three different analyses with different numbers of groups for each analysis; thus the total in column 2 is 52.
be missed. Several of these methods are discussed briefly below: those of Scheffé, Tukey, Newman–Keuls, and Duncan. Both the SAS\textsuperscript{61} and SPSS\textsuperscript{62,63} statistical computing packages provide calculations for each of these methods. Miller\textsuperscript{64} discusses methods for making multiple comparisons in detail. Each method assumes that the data are normally distributed and that the true (but unknown) variance within each group is the same. Games et al.\textsuperscript{65} survey recent developments in multiple-comparison techniques. Of the 50 articles I studied, 7 used a multiple-comparison technique.\textsuperscript{13,21,25,30,51,53,58}

Scheffé's test allows the investigator to examine the data and then to choose one or more weighted combinations of means to test, without bias to the results. To do this, the test must allow for many different weighted combinations, because investigators may be imaginative in choosing a weighted sum. The weights must add up to zero, so that the value of the sum will be zero when all the group means are equal. Such sums are called contrasts. For example, in a study of motor ability in children in grades one, two, and three, we might ask whether the second-graders' performance differed from that of the average of the children in the first and third grades. Then, in the usual notation, we are asking about

$$\bar{x}_2 - \frac{1}{2}(\bar{x}_1 + \bar{x}_3).$$

The weights for this contrast are $-\frac{1}{2}$ for $\bar{x}_1$, 1 for $\bar{x}_2$, and $-\frac{1}{2}$ for $\bar{x}_3$. The method must be able to look at any contrast, because it must allow for the variability of all possible contrasts, even one, such as $0.2\bar{x}_1 + 0.7\bar{x}_2 - 0.9\bar{x}_3$, that few investigators are likely to consider.

Scheffé's method is the least likely of the multiple-comparison techniques to identify differences, because the investigator is allowed to look at many more differences, in the form of contrasts, than the other methods allow. The invention of the method was a milestone in statistics; it allowed the investigator to peek at the data before choosing the contrast to report on and still report an honest significance level. The price of this advantage was that the test had to allow for every possible contrast, even though few were actual candidates for study.

One of the 50 articles in my survey used Scheffé's method for multiple comparisons.\textsuperscript{25} Tukey's method exemplifies those that test for differences among group means by using the difference between the largest and smallest means, often called the range, as a measure of their dispersion. Although Tukey's method, like Scheffé's, can be used to obtain confidence limits for all contrasts, it can also be used to set limits only on differences. This second use reduces the impact of multiplicity on significance levels when contrasts other than simple differences have no interest for the investigator. Tukey's method gives narrower confidence limits than does Scheffé'smethod. When used for all possible contrasts, however, Tukey's method has the disadvantage of giving wider confidence intervals than Scheffé's method.

Tukey's method uses special tables, comparable to but different from the F tables. These tables are available in many textbooks, including Snedecor and Cochran's.\textsuperscript{2} None of the 50 Journal articles I examined used Tukey's method.

The Newman–Keuls and the Duncan methods take a different approach. They create clusters of group means that might reasonably be drawn from populations with identical means and that may overlap. For a five-group study, if we numbered the observed means from 1 through 5 in order of increasing size, it might turn out that two clusters would be Groups 1, 2, and 3 and Groups 3, 4, and 5. Thus, the largest three means or the smallest three means might reasonably form clusters from the same population, but in this instance no four groups would form such a cluster. The actual process of constructing the clusters requires a sequential set of comparisons, which I shall not describe. Both methods make use of the same tables used for Tukey's method.

Of the two, the Newman–Keuls method is more conservative than Duncan's test. Newman–Keuls was used once\textsuperscript{23} and Duncan four times\textsuperscript{13,30,51,58} in the 50 Journal articles comparing group means.

Although multiple-comparison methods usually involve considering all possible pairs of differences among the groups, they are well suited to examining a few selected differences. In the experiment reported by Thadani et al.,\textsuperscript{47} we might be interested only in the 5 differences between each drug and the placebo and not in all 15 possible differences among the six study groups. We can use multiple-comparison techniques to test these preselected differences without calculating the others. For example, we can use Bonferroni-adjusted t-tests, taking as our divisor for the significance level the number of tests we make, five. When we test only a few differences, the Bonferroni method works fairly well. Note that we are testing for differences chosen for study before the experiment begins, not those suggested by the collected data. The latter case is discussed below.

Questions Suggested by the Data

Ideally, investigators should decide which statistical tests they will perform, including which groups to compare, before they examine the data in even a cursory fashion. In practice, however, the data in hand may suggest comparisons that were not originally planned. If groups that the investigators expected to be similar have quite different means, for instance, there may be reasons to test this apparent difference. Investigators who are careful in choosing multiple-comparison methods can make this new comparison without changing the overall significance level for the experiment.

If we choose to test only the significance of the larger observed mean differences in an experiment,
the probability of finding apparently significant differences will be greater than if we test pairs of means chosen at random before the experiment began. In such a case, the overall significance level for the experiment will actually be higher than we determined beforehand. The more conservative multiple-comparison methods allow investigators to select which group means to test after the experiment begins, by allowing for all possible comparisons. If group means are chosen for comparison testing on the basis of their apparent differences after the data have been collected, it is important to use these conservative methods. As mentioned above, Scheffé's method, in particular, was designed to permit this sort of "data dredging."

In summary, a more conservative method gives broader confidence intervals, is less likely to report a difference between means when none exists, and is more likely to miss a real difference. Thus, it has lower statistical power than a less conservative method. A less conservative method, in turn, has a better chance of detecting a small difference but also has a greater chance of reporting a difference that is not real.

**Two-Way Analysis of Variance**

A one-way analysis of variance assumes that the groups are at the same "level" in some hierarchy. In other words, the groups should be distinct, comparable, and of equal stature. This is not always true for the groups we wish to compare, however. There may be several different levels within a group. For instance, three different drug treatments, A, B, and C, administered at dosages A1, B1, and C1, respectively, may be taken as being at the same level, but an experiment that includes three additional treatments — drug A at dosage A2, drug B at dosage B2, and drug C at dosage C2 — is more complicated in that it includes two different dosages of each of the drugs in the design. A one-way analysis of variance will not allow us to test the effect of different dosages of the same drug; it allows us only to compare all six groups at once. A multiple-comparison method may help answer questions about how the effect of a single drug varies with dosage, but the comparability of these six treatment groups remains unclear. A better method is an analysis of variance that permits the dose level to be included as a variable in the analysis. This method allows for one F test of the effect of differing dosage in all the groups simultaneously, as well as a separate F test comparing the three drugs. An analysis of variance that compares group means in this way, across two separate categorizing variables, is called a two-way analysis of variance.

In a study by the Veterans Administration Cooperative Study Group on Antihypertensive Agents, each of two antihypertensive drugs (ticrynafen and hydrochlorothiazide) was administered at two different dosages. The authors conducted a one-way analysis of variance comparing all four treatment groups.

A two-way analysis of variance would have allowed the authors to look at the effects of dosage as well as of drug.

Carmel and Johnson considered three categories of anemic patients (European, black, and Latin American) and also examined the effect of sex. The authors used more than a dozen t-tests to try to get at the effects of ethnic group and sex. A two-way analysis of variance would have allowed them to estimate the effects of sex and ethnic group separately, looking at all the data at once, as well as to measure the joint effect of sex and ethnic group over and above their separate effects.

Two of the 50 articles in my survey did use a two-way analysis of variance. McLellan et al. analyzed patients in three drug-abuse groups by means of psychological testing and retesting. The two-way analysis permitted the investigators to use the scores on the test and the retest simultaneously in comparing the three groups. It also compared the test and retest scores themselves. Adams et al. studied levels of female sexual activity according to contraceptive method and segment of the menstrual cycle (first or second half). This analysis could have been extended to a three-way analysis of variance if the authors had included another variable analyzed elsewhere in the article, type of sexual activity. This approach would have allowed them to examine the effects of all three variables simultaneously.

**Other Approaches**

Depending on what questions researchers wish to answer, they can design their experiments in different ways. In the thyroid experiment described earlier, the groups might have fallen into two, three, or four separate categories, depending on the way the researchers viewed the data. Each group could have been considered separately, giving four categories. Another possible design would be two categories — euthyroid and hypothyroid — each with two subcategories. There could also be three categories — euthyroid with two subcategories, temporarily hypothyroid, and permanently hypothyroid. Each different design calls for its own analysis. We have discussed only three types of analysis-of-variance designs: one-way, two-way, and three-way. Brownlee and Winer discuss other analysis-of-variance designs and give examples of the calculations involved.

**Possible Difficulties in Comparing Group Means**

Both the multiple-comparison methods and analysis of variance assume equality of variances in the different groups. This assumption allows for a pooled estimate of the common group variance, using the variances of each group, that is more precise than any of the individual group variances. Although the required F test is not greatly affected by small differences in group variances, the data should be...
checked for large differences in group variances before the means are compared. Several tests have been devised for this purpose, including Hartley’s F-max, a test based on the ratio of the largest group variance to the smallest group variance. Details are available in textbooks such as Snedecor and Cochran’s. The BMDP computing package provides another such method, Levene’s test, also described by Snedecor and Cochran.

The variances of groups compared in the Journal articles in my survey often differed substantially, raising questions about the accuracy of the analysis. If one group variance is much larger than the others, it will increase the estimate of the pooled variance, making it more difficult to detect differences among the groups with small variances. Sometimes converting, or “transforming,” the measurements to another scale can make the variances more nearly equal. For example, if the variance of the group increases as the mean of the group increases, taking logarithms or square roots of the data may make the variances more nearly equal in the transformed scale. The analysis then proceeds in the new scale. Adams et al. used the F-max test to compare the variances of their study groups. The disparity in variances led them to take square roots of the data before performing an analysis; this technique corrected the disparity.

One possible drawback to the use of such transformations is that all the results of the analysis refer to the transformed data, not the original data. Sometimes the units of the transformed data cannot be interpreted clearly. For example, reciprocals of data on the age at onset and increased frequency of intrinsically-fractioned antibody in black women. N Engl J Med 1978; 298:47-50.

When we have evidence that the assumptions about normality and equal variance do not hold, we may want to use nonparametric techniques to test for differences among means. Nonparametric methods do not require the usual assumption that the data are normally distributed and so are appropriate when it is likely that the data do not meet that assumption. One such method is the Kruskal–Wallis test, available on SAS, SPSS, and BMDP. Sokal and Rohlf give an example.

No matter how the data are analyzed, it is always useful to provide a plot of the results. Often, a plot speaks so clearly that the message is obvious regardless of the method. Differences among groups are instantly apparent, and outlying values are easily recognized.
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